
 

LONG BEACH ROWING ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS  

August 8, 2018 
 

 

Officers Attending:  President, Rob Glidden 
  Vice President, John Nunn     
  Secretary, Andrea Parsons  
  Treasurer, Veronica Wegener 
  Boat Captain, A.C. duPont 
   
Directors Attending:   John Van Blom, Bill Eldon and Michelle Mowery  
   
Directors/Officers Absent:   Sander Zagzebski 
 
Visitors/Members:   Sarah Mackenzie (LBRA/CARP), Marc Kashinsky, John O’Donnell, Brandin 

Grams, Ken Jacobs, and Brandon Frijanes 
 
The meeting was called to order by President, Rob Glidden, at 7:30pm.  
The Board reviewed the July meeting minutes. Michelle motioned to approved, July board meeting minutes 
approved.  
 

President’s Report 
Tuesday night, July 3, 2018, and for inclusion in the record of the Board's official actions, a recap of the 
discussion on hosting the World Rowing Indoor Championships: 
 
1. As background, at our June meeting the Board conditionally approved LBRA's bid to host WRIC in 2019, subject 
to filling in greater detail on the prospective balance sheet and following consultations with Concept2 and FISA to 
ensure we have consistent views on the character of an event as we would host it (venue, dates, amenities, 
registration and timing systems, logistics, advertising and promotion, branding, roles and responsibilities, etc.). 
 
2.  At our July 3 "Big Bang" social event, a quorum of Officers and Directors was present (Glidden, Parsons, du 
Pont, Mowery, and Eldon) and a short business meeting was convened so as to take timely action on bringing a 
decision to closure.  I presented an update on the economics (attached, for reference) and confirmed that 
expectations are aligned with the organizers.  In fact, they are so well aligned that Concept2 is ready to pre-empt 
all other bids and award the event to Long Beach, hence the need for quick action.  The Board's affirmation to 
proceed is sufficient to seal an agreement, leading to a formal Memorandum of Understanding as the next step.   
 
3.  Part of the update was to affirm which of three possible dates and two possible sites would be best.  The final 
proposal is to hold the event at the Long Beach Arena (Convention Center) on March 2-3, 2019 with a 
backup/contingency plan to select the Walter Pyramid (Long Beach State) for a one-day event on February 24, 
2019.  Tradeoffs were discussed. 
 
4.  Michelle moved to grant final approval to proceed.  This means (1) participation in a formal public 
announcement, jointly with Concept2 and FISA, of the selection of Long Beach for the event, and (2) negotiating 
in good faith on all remaining details, such as individual contracting relationships with event suppliers and venue 
sites.  With no further debate a vote was held and unanimously approved. 
 
5.  I have since communicated the Board's action to Concept2 and we are now drawing up the MOU and related 
announcements.  These require no further Board action unless changes are proposed by any party that are 
inconsistent with the Board's decision.  However, I will keep the Board and the club informed of progress and 
consult others broadly as the specific arrangements are made.  We have tremendous assets across LBRA's 
membership in every professional aspect (hotel industry interfaces, city interfaces, health and safety, marketing 



and promotion, software and technical, event planning, indoor racing event experience) that will be brought to 
bear.  My hope is that this will be yet another source of pride to the club that brings us closer as we handle the 
considerable challenges together. 
 
6.  Out of respect for Concept2 and FISA, I would ask to limit any unofficial or informal discussion on the outcome 
to those who have a genuine need to know, until after a public announcement has been made.  Further to the 
point, I get asked to confirm rumors all the time, and simply can't respond to scores of individual inquiries 
whether from inside or outside the club.  We will provide authoritative information to all as soon as it becomes 
available. 
 
August Agenda  
Disposition of Doubles.  At the June meeting (and continued into July) the Board agreed to review options for 
disposition of the heavyweight Janousek and Staempfli doubles after considering how the remaining boats in the 
fleet serve our everyday demand.  Options are to donate the boats to the college with a shared use agreement as 
part of a larger plan involving the renewal of the college fleet or selling them outside the club.  We will try to 
bring this topic to closure, especially with offers to purchase now in effect. 
It was determined that the Staempfli double is getting considerable use from our club members, while the 
Janousek is broken. John O’Donnell was available to add interest of the boats being donated to the CSULB Beach 
rowing club.  
Motion: CSULB Beach Crew will agree to store the shells under the conditions of their lease. LBRA retains title and 
is allowed to use the shells. A written agreement will be provided at the August board meeting.  
John O’Donnell: Move the 2 boats into the college bay. LBRA may use as needed. LBRA retains the title.  
John O’Donnell and Bill Eldon to an agreement for review.  

 
Operations Manager for Club.  Michelle is proposing the creation of a paid position for a staff member whose 
responsibilities will cover critical areas that volunteer effort has been borne by too few.  We are growing in size and 
participation and can afford to be managed with professional resources.   
Michelle presented a draft Scope of Work for the hiring of a Club Manager. 
There was substantial discussion amongst the Board members. A committee was formed to review the items Michelle 
listed as areas of responsibility. The committee members; Michelle Mowery, John Nunn and Veronica Wegner will put 
together a final proposal that will discuss pros, cons and budget to be presented to the membership at the annual meeting 
in October. 
 
Swimmers.    There has been an increasing number of close calls and actual incidents involving rowing shells and long-
distance swimmers.  Swimmers are particularly difficult to see but have the same access rights as anyone; therefore, plans 
may require separation of the activities in time or space.  Rob has been drawn into a city process for figuring out how to 
manage everyone’s demands for waterway access safely.  We will discuss and voice opinions on some of the provisions 
being considered by the city. 
This summer there has been a significant increase in overall water activity. 
Aquatic Capitol of America is also involved with the City in creating program to install formal traffic patterns. 
One consideration is extending the swimmer’s buoy lines along Bayshore to help protect them. Also, removing the center-
line buoys from the sweat box.  
Open water swimmers need an escort. 
LBRA to initiate their own training program. 

 
Treasurer’s Report 

LBRA taxes have been submitted with an extension. 
Delegate Bookkeeping Tasks (Continued from May).  The job of the Treasurer is labor-intensive, well beyond the small 
stipend we pay for the position.  We will consider delegating routine tasks to a qualified assistant so that the Treasurer can 
better focus on policy and ‘big picture’ issues.  We will continue deliberations on recommendations being made by 
Veronica. 
Renn Levy and Rita Vanlierop have both offered to help Veronica with bookkeeping needs.  
The club may still need to consider hiring someone to provide better continuity.  

 
 
 



Captain’s report 
The short story as Mario used to say “Boats and things break, I fix them”. For the long story read on: 
LBRA Trailer refurbishment 
Hero trailer list: 
Larry Conley, Mike Brandt, Jamie Paganelli, Chris Palmquist, Kyle Kruse, Martin O'Donnell, Hanna Chupik, Sarah 
Mackenzie. 
Special thanks: 
John Van Blom and Scott Reiner (used their businesses to cut floor and welding/electrical respectively) 
Summary of project: 
Removed flooring, rubber on racks, extensions most of which were rusted in place and many broken off fasteners.  
Scott Reiner welded a repair to one rusted section, replaced worn light bar attachments, made step extensions in addition 
to fixing trailer running lights damaged by sandblasting. Trailer was driven to sand blaster in Brea on a Saturday morning 
and retrieved late evening. All small trailer parts were sanded the following Sunday afternoon after which trailer was 
driven to Bakersfield for double coats of primer and blue paint. Lighting was upgraded to LED lights, trailer was serviced 
with new brakes, drums and bearings. John Van Blom cut the flooring to fit and cut floor to fit around rack trees in the 
center of trailer and put floor back together. Screws have arrived to fasten down floor which will happen shortly. Rubber 
was shipped coiled and was hard to install, two bars out of 16 are left. It takes 3 people to install and to get rubber to lay 
flat. 
The good news is that LBRA is under budget for this project which at time of approval did not include serving brakes. The 
approximate $1,000 savings of taking trailer to Bakersfield to a trailer manufacture covered the brake service which would 
have to be performed anyway for safety.  
Ken Plumb is working on the trailer graphics. 
Approximate costs so far: $6500 approved painting 
KC Clean (Sand Blaster) $1600 
Brock Trailer (Paint) $2500 
Brock (Elec &Brakes) $1582 ($1221 Wheel and Brake Parts 3 hrs labor) 
McMaster-Carr (screws) $ 127 Tax not included 
Forest Plywood $ 589 
Misc $ 200 
Total $6898 $ 5677 Painting with lights 
 
Launches bottoms cleaned 
In between runs to Bakersfield for trailer painting, hero Bill Eldon helped clean bottoms of our four Catamaran launches 
two with bottom paint had very little growth. The other two, when painted properly, which should happen after Masters 
Nationals, should be again be easy to maintain. The was quite a chore as warm weather seems to accelerate growth. 
All boats can keep up with fastest crews. 
 
Filippi new heavy weight 2xs 
After four phone calls and a few emails about parts available the how mystery of set up the two new heavy weight Filippi 
doubles has been solved. 
The problem is that Filippi has had few side mount aluminum requests for years. The last boats that we got side mount 
were through Boris kindness the Empacher 2005 4x/- and the 2002 Empacher 4+. 
The foot plates sent with these boats were for wider wells. Wood blocks were put under the toe rails and then using Sykes 
shoe plates finally got the boats to measure in at good foot angle and the shoes spaced so as to not rub on the foot well 
sides. 
Monday row with test pilot Martin O'Donnell confirmed boat now is comfortable and rows well. 
 
In the future we should order Aluminum wings. This will enable boat to be more desirable to sell, especially if we reach a 
point of planned rotation every 5 years or maybe refurbishment as hulls of wing riggers don't put stress or strains on the 
sides of hulls that the side mounts do. 
I've been asked why we did not order reverse wings. I had no answer. The good news is that the shape of the hull LBRA 
ordered is Filippi's most successful double. The boat is fun to row. 
 

 
 
 



 
Membership Chair  

Sarah reported our current membership count: 
 
Total: 235 
Individual: 166 
Family: 38 
Young Adult: 7 
Life: 5 
National Team: 6 
Coxswain Only: 7 
Friend: 6 
 
Currently, Anna is running both sweep and sculling camps. We will have 2 Novice sculling camps.  
 
We have a member who is requesting a full refund of her membership. She claims no one is ever here to meet 
with her. Board discussed the situation of this member and concluded her not to be a good fit for the club. The 
Board approved refunding her membership minus one month, $440.00. 
 
We had a request for a one-month membership to accommodate a rower visiting from the East coast. Board 
approved a one-month membership of $80.00. 

 
New Business 

Internet Access.  We have found that internet coverage is poor, and costs more than it needs to.  Brandin Grams will 
report on his recommendations to increase bandwidth while lowering monthly expense. 
Brandin Grams recommended changing our wifi password to immediately improve access. He also recommends 
rearranging equipment in the office so our equipment has enough ventilation. We should also wire the erg room. 
Brandin will submit a proposal to the board to vote on with recommendations for improving and upgrading our internet 
access. 
 
Housekeeping.  The office and boat bays are getting cluttered again.  We will work out plans for housecleaning work 
parties that can bring order and simplification to the common areas. 
Sarah and AC will clean the office.  
 
Review Janitorial Service Suppliers.  After reviewing bids, the board agreed to give Marianna’s a 2-month trial. During this 
time, references of the other bids can be contacted.  
 
October annual meeting. The board voted to hold the annual meeting on October 13, 2018, 9:30am – noon. Voting will be 
conducted first. John Nunn abstained.  
 
The material that was purchased in the past for the slings has gone up in price considerably. It is now $2,700.00/roll. The 
break down is approximately $45.00/sling. No decision was made.  

 
 
 

The meeting adjourned at 9:40 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Andi Parsons 
Secretary, Long Beach Rowing Association 

 


